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Abstract: This paper   studied  the  effect  of  roughness  coefficient  in  Synthetic  Unit  Hydrograph  (SUH).
The methodology consisted of formulation of peak discharge, rising curve and recession equation. Results
showed that there are forests and some dry fileds, rice fields, real estate etc in the watershed. Forest with many
big trees will produce high roughness coefficient, because there are not many rains become to be run off.
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INTRODUCTION to peak,  which was according to step by step as below:

The  lacks  of   data   presentation   of   hydrograph discharge; (2) To calculate the average of observed unit
in the field had long become the draw back of the hydrograph dimensionless; (4) To calculate the average
hydraulic structure planning. Such a conditional of observed unit hydrograph.
deficiency in particular, however had respectively placed
SUH models to be quite great utility. SUH could become The Limiting Physical Parametres of Watershed: The
the source of some important information that is watersheds’ parameter, that was the easiest to get and
necessary for the reliable of hydraulic structures [1]. It is unchanged relatively were geographical and
very difficult to understand  the  process  of run off morphological to the quality of watershed [6]. According
thoroughly [2]. Ideally, every watershed has its own to the concept of storage, if all of the watersheds had
particular unit hydrograph. If the physical and been contributed in run off, it would reach the maximum
hydrological conditions in general are quite flow which was unchanged the storage [7].. 
homogeneous, it would be quite possible to create a new
SUH model that resembles the ones made up by previous Formulation of Peak Discharge, Rising Curve and
researchers. Realizing that SUH Models have been Recession Equations: Peak discharge equation is the
researched and developed in areas  which  watersheds function of limiting physical parameters. The parameters
are  far   different   than  the ones applied, they therefore are consist of area of watershed (A), the length of main
quite often come up with inaccurate  results,  which river (L), the length of river which was measured until the
affects  t he design of the hydro structure. So that was nearest point to the weight point of watershed (Lc), the
needed to calibrate some parameters for the ideal cases slope of river (S) ang the roughness coefficient (n). [5]
[3]. There are many patterns to develop SUH. One of them Rising curve and recession equations were formulated
is based on regression analysis [4]. The limiting physical with regression analysis. There were trialed for three
parameters of Synthetic Unit Hydrogragh has been regression equations such as linear, non linier and
studied before [5]. One of the parameters is roughness exponential.
coefficient. Therefore, this paper evaluate the roughness
constant of river in SUH. Analysis  of   Data:   The   analysis  of  data  was  valid

MATERIALS AND METHODS get observed hydrograph which could be valid for all of

Analysis of Observed Unit Hydrograph: Each watershed ordinates  of  hydrograph in the same hour, peak
was found its observed unit hydrograph. To produce the discharge and time to peak. Formulations of peak
observed unit hydrographs for all of watersheds, were discharge, rising curve and recession equations used
done with averaging ordinates of observed unit regression analysis. The formulations were controlled by
hydrographs for the same hour, peak discharge dan time observed hydrograph.

(1) To calculate the average of time to peak and peak

for each watershed. As it had been described before, to

the watersheds, it was carried out with averaging the
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Observed  Unit  Hydrograph:  According to obserbved
unit hydrograph, it would analyse obserbved unit
hydrograph for each warershed by means of Collins
method [8]. Data of discharge hydrograph which was
used  to transform  obserbved  unit   hydrograph  for
each  watershed   was   selected   for  the maximum one
and just had single peak. The date of collecting data of
AWLR  (data of discharge hydrograph) had to be the
same with collecting  data  from ARR (data of hourly
rainfall)  for  each  watershed.  But, it was not necessary
to get the homogeneous  data  among watersheds. It was
considered that the aim of unit hydrograph analysis was
only for high flow.

The  Formulations  of  Peak  Discharge,  Rising  Curve
and Recession  Equations:  If  peak  discharge  was  as
permanent variable and physical characteristics of
watershed (A, L, Lc, S and n) were as independent
variables, those produced 62 alternatives of regression
curves. The selection of model was according to the
rational  model  with  had  characteristic  as  above.  From
62 alternatives  of regression curves (with five, four,
three, two and one variables), that is selected one general
model of peak discharge (for all of the watersheds) [5].
The rising curve (Qn) and the recession equation (Qt) are
as below: (Tp = time to peak)

Q  = Qp * [(t/T )] (1)n p
1,107

Q  = Qp.e (2)t
0,175(Tp – t)

The SUH Limantara is recommended to use with any
limitations as below:

The Limitation of SUH Limantara
Description Symbol Unit Range
Area of watershed A km 0.325 – 1667.5002

The length of the main river L km 1.16 – 62.48
The distance of weight point
watershed to outlet Lc km 0.50 – 29.386
The slope of river S - 0.00040 – 0.14700
The roughness coefficient N - 0.035 – 0.070
Percentage of forest area Af % 0.00 – 100

SUH Limantara has been verificated for Garang
watershed in Indonesia (Data for Garang watershed:
location  in  Center  Java,  time  to  peak: Tp = 1.56 hours,
A = 73.5 km ; L = 34.264 km; Lc = 22,16 km; S = 0.0129 and2

n = 0.0506).

Among stakeholders, the application of SUH model
is meant for analyzing designed floods through the uses
of rain data inputs. However thus far in Indonesia, the
stakeholders are still very fanatic on the use of SUH
Nakayasu, since it is considered as the  most practical
one. Though in fact, the application of this model on the
Java island still firstly requires calibration of several
parameters. The comparation of SUH Nakayasu and SUH
Model to Observed Hydrograph were as below: 

Time to peak Peak
SUH (Tp) (hours) Discharge (Qp)
(m /s/mm)Observed Hydrograph 5.773 20.9563

SUH Limantara 5.773 20.956
SUH Nakayasu without calibration 124.103 16.617
SUH Nakayasu
with calibration á parameter 5.773 20.956

CONCLUSIONS

Based  on  these  results,  it  is  concluded  that: 1)
The observed hydrograph really typifies the elongated
shaped watershed, which has a faster rising characteristic
than that of its recession (hydrograph rising time <
hydrograph recession time); 2) There are 5 dominant
watershed parameters that influence the peak discharge;
they are the length of main river/stream (L), followed by
the  areal size of watershed (A), the length of the main
river to be measured up to a point location nearest to the
watershed weight centre (Lc), the roughness coefficient
(n) and the river slope (S); 3) the SUH of this research is
compared with the observation hydrograph and as a
model control. The coefficient of determination (R ) and2

the  level  of  significance 5% are for the peak discharge
(R = 0,841), the rising curve (R  = 0,980) and the recession2 2

curve (R  = 0,990). Besides the SUH Limantara is also2

compared with the SUH Nakayasu and the deviation
obtained is 1,224%.
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